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mobiles [7], desktops [5], and clouds [4].
The essence of an inclusive shared resource (e.g., an inclusive
LLC that is always a superset of the private caches (L1 and
L2)), becomes a security loophole when exploited carefully as
an eviction of a cache block from the LLC, back-invalidates
cache blocks in private caches. Moreover, future accesses by
the victim incur cache misses at private caches. Note that
inclusive LLCs are famous for simplifying the cache coherence
layer as LLC becomes the directory and there is no need for
additional hardware for maintaining cache coherence.
All the LLC eviction based cross-core side-channel attack
strategies exploit this feature to attack the victim. Even for a
non-inclusive LLC, a recent [8] successful eviction based crosscore attack, exploits the inclusive cache coherence directory to
create inclusion-victims (back-invalidation hits). For the ease
of understanding, unless specified, we focus on inclusive LLCs.
We discuss a recent eviction attack on non-inclusive LLCs that
uses inclusive coherence directory in Section III-E.
To understand how an inclusive shared resource helps in
cross-core eviction attack, we look deep into these attacks: in
Evict+Reload attack [1], the attacker evicts a specific cache
block(s) of the victim at the shared inclusive LLC, and this
eviction causes back-invalidation-hit(s) at the private caches
of the victim. After a fixed interval, the attacker reloads the
evicted address and if it gets a shorter access time (LLC hit),
then the attacker can infer that the victim has accessed the
cache block between the eviction and reload. Other strategies
follow similar events to extract information about the victim’s
I. I NTRODUCTION
LLC accesses. All the eviction attacks use the notion of time
Cross-core eviction based side-channel attacks at the last- precisely to schedule the events such as evict, flush, and reload.
level cache (LLC), observe the fundamental property of “latency
The problem: In LLC side-channel attacks, the fundamental
differences between cache hits and misses” to infer about the principle behind all the strategies is to observe LLC access
cache blocks that are accessed by the victim (cryptographic) time differences to infer about the data used by another core.
application [1]–[6]. An LLC eviction attack includes an attacker What if an inclusive shared resource ensures equal access time
(spy) application running along with a victim application on a for security-critical data even after a eviction? This problem is
multi-core system. The attacker is a malicious application that non-trivial.
tries to infer the secret data. As all the cores of a system usually
Our goal is to propose a simple micro architecture technique
share the LLC, an attacker tries to eviction with the victim at that can completely mitigate cross-core LLC eviction based
the LLC set and fools the victim by employing different cross- side-channel attacks with no performance and hardware overcore side-channel attack strategies. These strategies observe head, and which does not demand intervention from software
hits/misses to the cache block addresses of interest of the victim. writer, instruction set architecture (ISA), compiler, runtime
There are various cache eviction attacks that are mounted on system, and operating system (OS). Prior proposals [9]–[14]
Abstract—Cross-core last-level cache (LLC) eviction based sidechannel attacks are becoming practical because of the inclusive
nature of shared resources (e.g., an inclusive LLC), that creates
back-invalidation-hits at the private caches. Most of the crosscore eviction based side-channel attack strategies exploit the
same for a successful attack. The fundamental principle behind
all the cross-core eviction attack strategies is that the attacker
can observe LLC access time differences (in terms of latency
differences between events such as hits/misses) to infer about
the data used by the victim. In this paper, we fool the attacker
(by providing LLC hits to the addresses of interest) through a
back-invalidation-hits triggered hardware prefetching technique
(BITP). BITP is an L2 cache level hardware prefetcher that
prefetches the back-invalidated block addresses and refills the
LLC (along with the L2) before the attacker’s observation/access,
efficiently nullifying inferences due to differences in LLC access
latencies.
We show that BITP can fool the attacker with various
security metrics related to LLC side-channel. BITP provides zero
probability of success in terms of attacker’s probability of success
for Evict+Time, Evict+Reload, and Prime+Probe attacks. We also
show the effectiveness of BITP in terms of performance by simulating SPEC CPU 2006, PARSEC, and CloudSuite benchmarks
and find that, on average, BITP improves system performance
marginally by 1.1%. Overall, BITP is a simple, practical, and
yet powerful technique in mitigating various cross-core LLC
eviction-based side-channel attacks. Compared to the state-ofthe-art policies, BITP does not require support from software
writer, operating system (OS), and runtime systems. Overall,
BITP provides marginal improvement in system performance,
providing security with no hardware and performance overhead,
which makes BITP readily-implementable.

